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Special Thanks to My Dogs. They’re very cute and cuddly.

TOSSUP 1
In a film by Morgan Spurlock, this artist disguises themselves as a security guard at their own
concert and tells fans that the band is crap. In a fragrance commercial, this artist is shown using an
onion to extract their own tear into the fragrance. This singer’s title track of their most recent
album exclaims “it can be so lonely in this city / but it feels better when you’re with me.” In a song
off of that album, this artist sings “I want your number tattooed on my arm in ink, I swear.” In
another song, this singer of (*) “Nice to Meet Ya” compares “sweat dripping down our dirty laundry” to
the title “slow hands.” In 2010, this Irish musician auditioned on The X-Factor as a solo artist before
being grouped with four other contestants to form a boyband. For 10 points, name this Irish singer of
Flicker and Heartbreak Weather, a former member of One Direction.
ANSWER: Niall Horan <JA> <Music>

BONUS 1
For 10 points each, answer these questions about time travel technology in movies.

A. One character came up with the idea for this time travel component after slipping and banging his
hand while standing on a toilet to hang a clock. Name this core component of Doc Brown’s
DeLorean time machine.

ANSWER: flux capacitor
B. In order to achieve a time heist, Tony Stark inverts this shape for the machine to travel through

the Quantum Realm. This shape can be made by half twisting one end of a rectangular strip and
affixing the ends.

ANSWER: Mobius strip
C. This 2020 film with a palindromic title explores the idea of inverted entropy that causes

characters to move through time in reverse.
ANSWER: Tenet <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 2
In the 1951 film Too Young to Kiss, June Allyson’s young adult character pretends to be her little
sister in order to perform this action in front of a prominent organizer. Angelo Baddalamenti’s first
acting role was as a character who performs this action while under a blue light in a work by David
Lynch. In one film, the protagonist barks at a dog and stands on a person’s car before doing this
action at the back of a truck; in that film, (*) Five Easy Pieces, Bobby claims he had no “inner feeling”
when performing this action. In the film Shine, someone shouts at Geoffrey Rush’s character to “sock it to
us!” when the latter enters a bar during a storm and gets ready to perform this action. Sebastian Wilder



gets fired after passionately performing this action, but he attracts the attention of the Emma Stone
portrayed Mia in a 2016 film. After wanting to listen to “As Time Goes By,” Rick Blaine tells Sam to
perform, for 10 points, what action?
ANSWER: playing the piano (accept equivalent formulations; prompt on partial response) <MC>
<Movies>

BONUS 2
For 10 points each, answer these questions about the David Bowie-Kanye West conspiracy theory.

A. In this song that opens Bowie’s Ziggy Stardust album, Bowie’s persona predicts the world will
end in this titular certain length of time. Curiously, Kanye West was born this length of time and
two days after the release of Ziggy Stardust.

ANSWER: “Five Years”
B. “Lazarus,” Bowie’s third song off his Blackstar album has been compared to “I Am a God,” the

third track off this Kanye West album that has an enlarged CD as its cover.
ANSWER: Yeezus

C. The theme of afterlife in “Lazarus” mirrors that of this Kanye West-produced song off Sia’s
album This Is Acting. Sia previewed this song three days before Bowie’s death.

ANSWER: “Reaper” <MC> <Music>

TOSSUP 3
In a GQ article, Jake Woolf called this object “sad” and expressed concern if this object was made
of wool rather than cotton. Upon hearing about this object, reporter Jason Rezain remarked that
the U.S. is “indeed the most privileged - and perhaps pettiest - nation ever.” One commentator on
this object interpreted this object as a metaphor for its owner's “lack of seriousness” and
questioned if the head of a terrorist group would be intimidated by this object; that commentator
was Representative(*) Peter King. A book by this object’s owner inspired the frequent headline “The
Audacity of Taupe [TOHP]” for this object. This object first drew attention at a 2014 White House press
conference in which its owner failed to offer a plan to combat ISIS. Conservative news outlets disparaged,
for10 points, what controversially colored clothes worn by the 44th U.S. president?
ANSWER: Obama’s tan suit (prompt on partial response; accept equivalent responses) <MC> <Misc>

BONUS 3
In an iconic skit turned meme, Gordon Ramsay holds two slices of bread on either side of this woman’s
head while declaring her an idiot sandwich. For 10 points each,

A. Name this host of Big Brother who also served as a host of The Talk from 2010 to 2018.
ANSWER: Julie Chen Moonves

B. In Hell's Kitchen, Ramsay serves as head chef of the red and blue teams. From seasons 1-7, this
man served as the maitre d’ of Hell’s Kitchen before leaving in season 8 to help run one of
Ramsay’s restaurants in London. He then returned for seasons 11 and 12, but left again before
season 13.



ANSWER: Jean Phillipe Susilovic (accept either underlines portion, but prompt on “Jean” alone)
C. Ramsay currently possesses 7 stars from this restaurant guide. This guide is produced by a tire

company.
ANSWER: Michelin guide <JA> <Misc>

TOSSUP 4
In 2009, a group organized a pub crawl wearing this specific brand of products in Chicago to raise
money for African orphanages. Derek Hunter, a member of the conservative think tank, Americans
for Tax Reform, started a Facebook group establishing a cult for this product. Hunter also
convinced Joe the Plumber, Tucker Carlson, and Andrew Breitbart to wear blue variants of this
product. A special variation of this product was released by the band Weezer to promote their
album (*) Raditude. At a Cleveland Cavaliers game, over 22,500 fans broke a world record by wearing
this product for 5 minutes. Ellen DeGeneres joked that a pointed hat should come with this product so that
the wearer can look like a (*) wizard. This product, which Jay Leno has compared to a backwards robe,
ironically boosted sales of the Slanket, a similar product. For 10 points, name this specific brand of a
blanket with sleeves.
ANSWER: Snuggie <JA> <Misc>

BONUS 4
Characters in this movie establish a set of rules for their friendship which include Rule 7: No matter how
mad you are at your best friend, you have to forgive them if they give you ice cream. For 10 points each:

A. Name this 2018 Netflix movie in which Elle Evans hides her relationship with her best friend’s
brother.

ANSWER: The Kissing Booth
B. This actress portrays Elle Evans in The Kissing Booth. For her portrayal of Gypsy Blanchard in

The Act, this actress received Primetime Emmy and Golden Globe nominations.
ANSWER: Joey King

C. The Kissing Booth is an adaptation of the book of the same name that was originally published on
this website. This website is home to many fanfictions as evident by the slogan “where stories
live.”

ANSWER: Wattpad <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 5
In a 2020 instagram post, the actress who portrayed this character joked about missing waking up
with “red hair dye stained pillows.” This character accidentally uses an “industrial cement” as glue
for a makeup project because she was distracted by the cute bear logo. In one episode, this
character obsessively buys various products from the Sky Store such as a tennis ball freshener and
the world’s brightest keychain. After her parents move to Idaho to stay with her mental
institutionalized brother, this character takes up residence in her school’s attic which is discovered
by (*) Jade West and Robbie Shapiro. In a series partially titled for this character, this student of



Hollywood Arts runs a babysitting service with Sam Puckett. For 10 points, name this red haired and
sometimes ditzy character that Ariana Grande portrayed on Nickelodeon's Victorious.
ANSWER: Cat Valentine (accept either underlined portion) <JA> <TV>

BONUS 5
This film became the first Best Picture winner with an all black cast. For 10 points each,

A. Name this 2016 film that chronicles the coming of age journey of Chiron.
ANSWER: Moonlight

B. This director of Moonlight is currently slated to direct a live action Lion King prequel about
Mufasa. This director’s other film credits include If Beale Street Could Talk.

ANSWER: Barry Jenkins
C. In a monologue by Juan to Little, black boys are described as looking this color in moonlight.

ANSWER: blue <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 6
In a song titled for flames of this color, rapper Lil B sampled Air Supply’s “Sweet Dreams.” Fans of
Lil B, the Task Force, are known to wear bandanas of this color. In the music video to “Hey Ma”,
Juelz Santana is bounced from a club before Cam’ron enters wearing sweats of this color which he
would popularize at the 2003 Mercedes Benz Fashion Week while wearing this colored fur. It’s not
grey, but in one channel ORANGE track featuring (*) Andre 3000, Frank Ocean asks the sensei if the
brain is “just a container for the mind” before Ocean meditates on “matter” of this color. At the 2020
Grammys, Lil Nas X memorably wore a Versace suit of this color. In a song from an album partially
named for this color, the singer exclaims “starships are meant to fly / hands up and touch the sky.” For 10
points, name this color that titles Nikki Minaj’s first three albums.
ANSWER: pink (accept “fuschia” or other variations) <MC> <Music>

BONUS 6
In episode 3 of this series, Tahir Mahmood tries to deliver a message to Home Secretary Julia Montague,
but a bomb goes off on stage.

A. Name this 2018 BBC series that follows a war veteran after he is assigned as a principal
protection officer. This series begins with the protagonist foiling a suicide bomber’s plot to blow
up a train to London Euston.

ANSWER: Bodyguard
B. The protagonist, David Budd, is portrayed by this Scottish actor. He perhaps is best known for

starring as Robb Stark in Game of Thrones.
ANSWER: Richard Madden

C. David Budd is tasked with protecting Home Secretary and Conservative Party Member, Julia
Montague, who is portrayed by this actress. This actress rose to fame in 2002 for starring as Zoe
Reynolds in the BBC series Spooks.

ANSWER: Keeley Hawes <JA> <TV>



TOSSUP 7
A member of this family almost eloped with Prince Kuragin when she visited St. Petersburg in
1874. That character from this family expresses shock when she sits in a swivel chair for the first
time. In the last season of the show, the eldest daughter of this family marries Henry Talbot. The
patriarch of this family once fought in the South African Wars with (*) John Bates and later employs
the latter as a valet. The youngest daughter of this family controversially marries this family’s Irish
chauffeur, Tom Branson, before dying of eclampsia. The heirs of this family’s estate both die on the
Titanic and as a result, distant cousin Matthew is named the new heir. This fictional family’s patriarch
holds the title Earl of Grantham and is lord of the show’s namesake estate. For 10 points, name this
family whose lives are chronicled in the series Downton Abbey.
ANSWER: the Crawley family  <JA> <TV>

BONUS 7
In the music video to “In My Bones” by Jacob Collier, this singer portrays the patient in a life sized
version of the game Operation. For 10 points,

A. Name this New Zealand artist of the album Vows with one song called “Cameo” and another
which asks to name her child “Nebraska Jones” once settling down.

ANSWER: Kimbra
B. Kimbra collaborated with Gotye on this song which argues that “you didn’t have to cut me off.”

The music video to this song slowly colors the walls and then the skin of the two naked
performers.

ANSWER: “Somebody That I Used to Know”
C. “Somebody That I Used to Know” is the third track on the album Making [these objects] by

Gotye. One song in that album confesses “it has always been” a game involving these objects
before asking if his mother is watching.

ANSWER: mirrors <MC> <Music>

TOSSUP 8
A 1920s photo of Ruth Snyder being executed in an electric chair inspired the source material of
this film. A character in this film is believed to have committed suicide by jumping off the back of a
moving train, but an insurance salesman suspects foul play. In the original draft of this film, the
protagonist is killed at a gas chamber while (*) Barton Keyes watches. This noir movie begins with the
protagonist recalling the events of the film into a dictaphone while suffering from a gunshot wound.
“Straight down the line” is repeated throughout this film by two characters who conspire the death of Lola
Dietrichson’s father. At the end of this film, Nino is advised not to enter a house where Phyllis
Dietrichson was killed by Walter Neff. For 10 points, name this 1944 Billy Wilder film named for a life
insurance policy.
ANSWER: Double Indemnity <JA> <Movies>

BONUS 8



Items in this influencer’s namesake merch store include “Hey Y’all” blue tie-dye apparel. For 10 points
each:

A. Name this TikTok influencer who in March 2021 released her debut single “Obsessed.” This
influencer is also slated to appear in a remake of the 1999 teen movie She’s All That.

ANSWER: Addison Rae
B. Addison Rae is seen as one of the prominent influencers on this “side” of TikTok. Despite its

name, this part of the social media platform doesn’t have anything to do with sexuality, but
instead is characterized by mediocre dancing, lip syncing, thirst traps, and overall blandness.

ANSWER: Straight TikTok
C. Two answers required. These two influencer sisters have a combined follower count of over 170

million and the younger sister is currently the most followed person on TikTok. Name BOTH of
these TikTok influencers.

ANSWER: Charli and Dixie D’Amelio (“Charli and Dixie” alone is acceptable, prompt on “D’Amelio
sisters”) <MC> <Internet>

TOSSUP 9
After being crushed to death by the obese Mr. Bumpo, one character is resurrected and gets his
skeleton coated with this substance. Another character stole this substance from Khyber and
constructed a cyborg arm for themself. A proto variation was first created by Dr. Myron MacLain,
though the creation was accidental. In one storyline an object made of the proto variation of this
substance was destroyed with Beyonder’s powers that were previously stolen by Doctor Doom. In
the comics, this substance replaces the former steel shell of (*) Ultron. Doc Ock once ripped apart the
suit of Iron Man with robot arms made of this indestructible substance. The proto variation of this
substance was created with steel, an unknown catalyst, and vibranium and was made into a shield given to
Captain America. For 10 points, name this fictional metal in the Marvel Universe that coats Wolverine’s
claws.
ANSWER: adamantium <JA> <Trash Lit>

BONUS 9
This actor starred as Tristan Dugray in the first season of Gilmore Girls, but he is perhaps best known for
a character whose romantic interests include Peyton Sawyer and Brooke Davis. For 10 points each,

A. Name this actor who portrayed Lucas Scott on One Tree Hill.
ANSWER: Chad Michael Murray

B. Murray portrayed the conceited womanizer, Charlie Todd, on season 5 of this teen drama.
Murray’s character romances both Jen Lindley and Joey Potter on this series.

ANSWER: Dawson’s Creek
C. In seasons 3 and 4 of the teen drama series Riverdale, Murray starred as this character. This

character was the leader of the cult known as the Farm which harvests peoples’ organs.
ANSWER: Edgar Evernever <JA> <TV>



TOSSUP 10
This actress voiced Charlie Chaplin’s wife Oona O’Neill in the studio album to Little Tramp. A
character that this actress originated reminisces about pushing her brother Sammy on a swing
before having to stop to do the laundry; that character who sings “Higher” is (*) Kei. This actress
appeared in both the 10th and 25th anniversary concerts of Les Miserables as Eponine and Fantine
respectively. This actress originated the role of a character who asks “Was he a ghost? Was he a lie that
made my body laugh and cry?” before swearing she will give her life for her child. For 10 points, name
this actress who played Mei-li in the Broadway revival of Flower Drum Song and originated the role of
Kim in Miss Saigon, the latter being her first role outside her native country, the Philippines.
ANSWER: Lea Salonga <MC> <Theatre>

BONUS 10
Despite the most recent season being cut short, the Tony nominations were announced in October 2020.
For 10 points each:

A. Despite being the only person nominated for Best Leading Actor in a Musical, it is still possible
for this actor to lose. Name this actor nominated for his role as Christian in Moulin Rouge!

ANSWER: Aaron Tveit
B. This musical garnered the most nominations with 15. This musical in which protagonist MJ

suffers from a painkillers addiction is based on a 1995 Alanis Morisette album of the same name.
ANSWER: Jagged Little Pill

C. This play broke a record for most nominations for a non musical play. This play by Jeremy O.
Harris follows three interracial couples who undergo “Antebellum Sexual Performance Therapy.”

ANSWER: Slave Play <JA> <Theatre>

TOSSUP 11
A character in this position is poisoned by Aamir Barkawi and is replaced by Leighton Clarkson in
a 2016 film directed by Babak Najafi. A Ewan McGregor portrayed character is tasked with
finishing a biography of Adam Lang, a character with this position, in a 2010 film where Lang’s
actions are revealed to be heavily influenced by the CIA. A character in this office is chastised by
his wife Clementine after he causes Elizabeth Layton to cry. That character with this position is
photographed making a backwards (*) V sign that he thinks means “victory.” Another character in this
office boasts of his country being home to “David Beckham’s left foot” while insinuating that the
president of the United States is a bully. Earlier, that character goofily danced to the song “Jump (For My
Love)” in 10 Downing Street. For 10 points, name this governmental position that Hugh Grant’s character
in Love Actually possessed.
ANSWER: prime minister of the United Kingdom <JA> <Movies>

BONUS 11
For 10 points each, name these Gods, titans and goddesses that the protagonist of God of War encounters.

A. Kratos is the son of this god from Greek mythology who is afraid of Kratos usurping him not
unlike what he did to his own father.

ANSWER: Zeus



B. In the game, Balder attempts to strangle this goddess which forces the main character to kill him.
ANSWER: Freya

C. The majority of the first game in the series occurs in Pandora’s temple which is on the top of this
titan from Greek mythology

ANSWER: Cronos <JC> <Video Games>

TOSSUP 12
A book by Michael Azerrad reveals that this song’s vocalist wanted a music video based on a girl
who finds out her parents’ dealings with the Ku Klux Klan. A man with a cannon as a head fires a
heart at a hairy sea monster in the music video to Sturgill Simpson’s cover of this song, which
amends the chorus to end with the phrase “to love someone.” One of the two official music videos
to this song has then-host of The People’s Court Doug Llewelyn introducing the performers on a (*)
1960s variety show. In 2020, Lil Nas X’s “Panini” accidentally interpolated the melody of this song which
describes a person who likes to “shoot his gun” and “sing along.” For 10 points, name this repetitive
second track off the album Nevermind which criticizes people who like Nirvana’s “pretty songs” but don’t
know what they mean.
ANSWER: “In Bloom” <MC> <Music>

BONUS 12
The speaker of this song has “never seen a diamond in the flesh” and “cuts [their] teeth on wedding rings
at the movies.” For 10 points,

A. Name this 2013 hit by Lorde.
ANSWER: Royals

B. “Royals” appears on this debut album of Lorde
ANSWER: Pure Heroine

C. Another song from Pure Heroine sings “there’s a hummin in the restless summer air” before
entering the chorus with “you could try and take us, but we’re the gladiators” and states that the
title things “go hand in hand.”

ANSWER: Glory and Gore <JA> <Music>

TOSSUP 13
This person took hundreds of pages of notes on the production of American Bandstand to investigate
Dick Clark during the payola scandal. A woman who won a Rolls-Royce collapsed on-stage on a
show created by this person who wondered whether a death on the show was “good for ratings, or
bad.” A short-lived show created by this person ended each episode with a woman wearing a spiky
plastic crown, carrying a bouquet of vegetables, and receiving $1.98. On a variety show hosted by
this person, the show’s band played a song by Count Basie to introduce (*) Gene Gene the Dancing
Machine. This creator of The New Treasure Hunt claimed to have been a CIA assassin in his “unofficial
autobiography” that served as the basis for the 2003 film Confessions of a Dangerous Mind. For 10
points, name this creator of The Newlywed Game and original host of The Gong Show.



ANSWER: Chuck Barris <MC> <TV>

BONUS 13
In an ending only accessible on a second playthrough, this character cuts both the cake and the table
beneath it at Murphy Pendleton’s surprise party. For 10 points:

A. Name this character who wields a large sword and appears doubly at the Lakeview Hotel after
another character realizes he killed his wife.

ANSWER: Pyramid Head
B. James Sutherland fights Pyramid Head and searches for Mary in this psychological thriller video

game franchise from Japan set in the titular quiet location.
ANSWER: Silent Hill (accept particular installments like “Silent Hill 2”, as long as it includes the
required part)

C. In Silent Hill 4, Henry Townshend finds a key that unlocks doors with this symbol on it in
Apartment 302. In Silent Hill 3, Heather Mason saves at a location demarcated by this red symbol
that consists of three circles and archaic inscriptions.

ANSWER: the Halo of the Sun <MC> <Video Games>

TOSSUP 14
Brett Favre, Johnny Unitas, and Jim Brown each won the NFL MVP award exactly this number of
times. In the Super Bowl of this number, Joe Namath guaranteed that the Jets would upset the
Colts. In 2012, Miguel Cabrera became the first baseball player since the 60’s to lead the league in
this number of statistical categories, winning the (*) “crown” named for this number. Allen Iverson,
Dwayne Wade, and Babe Ruth all wore this number on their jerseys. Ray Allen has made more shots
worth this amount of points than any other basketball player, though Stephen Curry is on pace to break his
record. For 10 points, name this number of goals needed to score a hat trick.
ANSWER: Three (or triple) <JP> <Sports>

BONUS 14
Tom Brady has won seven Super Bowls in his career, but he didn’t do it alone. For 10 points each,

A. This players’ goal line interception of Russell Wilson sealed Brady’s fourth Super Bowl win and
became perhaps the most iconic play in NFL history.

ANSWER: Malcolm Butler
B. Brady has thrown 14 postseason touchdown passes to this tight end, the most of any

quarterback-receiver duo.
ANSWER: Rob Gronkowski or “Gronk”

C. Brady earned his sixth Super Bowl victory by coming back from a 25-point deficit, after this
team’s defense famously collapsed in the fourth quarter.

ANSWER: Atlanta Falcons (accept either) <JP> <Sports>

TOSSUP 15



In 2019, a production of this musical at the Syracuse Stage utilized dancers that shadow the
protagonists’ emotions. The song “The Next Ten Minutes” marks the first time in this musical that
the two protagonists sing together. One character in this musical sings that he “left Columbia and
[doesn’t] regret it” before exclaiming “I wrote a book and (*) Sonny Mehta read it.” In one scene in
this musical, a character internally wonders why the director is staring at his crotch before asking herself
why she is working so hard since “these are people that cast Linda Blair in a musical.” In the opening
scene of this musical, Cathy sings that “Jamie is over and Jamie is gone” and laments the end of her
marriage. For 10 points, name this musical that recounts the relationship between Jamie Wellerstein and
Cathy Hiatt.
ANSWER: The Last Five Years <JA> <Theatre>

BONUS 15
According to NME, “in a week where news leaked that Saddam Hussein was preparing nuclear weapons,
everyday folks were still getting slaughtered in Bosnia and Mike Tyson was making his comeback,
tabloids and broadsheets alike went Britpop crazy.” For 10 points each, answer these questions about
Britpop.

A. (Note to players: Two answers required) The “Battle of Britpop” over the release of the singles
“Country House” by one group and “Roll with It” by another occurred in 1995 between these two
bands. Name BOTH bands.

ANSWER: Blur and Oasis
B. Britpop was commonly associated with this British subculture of the early 1990s. This subculture

mainly involved working class young men who opposed sensitivity in favor of drinking, sexism,
and violence.

ANSWER: lad or laddish culture or laddism
C. Another hit from the Britpop era is the song “Common People” by this band.

ANSWER: Pulp <JA> <Music>

TOSSUP 16
The only unswung part of this song is an interlude on piano consisting of staccato chords followed
by a chromatic descent, and the last beat of the first chorus is the only time this song resolves to the
tonic in root position. This song’s percussion includes sleigh bells and the bottoms of two orange
plastic bottles on the downbeats. In 2014, a celebrity cover of this song was aired to commemorate
BBC Music’s debut. A barbershop quartet arrangement of this song plays in (*) Columbia at the
start of Bioshock Infinite. Radio stations were wary of playing this song due to its invocation of God. The
singer laments “what good would living do me” if his partner leaves him in this song on Pet Sounds.
Accordions, the French horn, and the harpsichord introduce, for ten points, what love song by the Beach
Boys that begins “I may not always love you”?
ANSWER: “God Only Knows” <MC> <Music>

BONUS 16
For 10 points each, answer these questions about Stan Lee cameos.



A. In the end credits scene of this 2016 animated film, Stan Lee makes an appearance as Fred’s
father.

ANSWER: Big Hero 6
B. In the 2003 film, Hulk, Stan Lee cameos as a security guard alongside this actor. This actor and

bodybuilder starred as the title character in The Incredible Hulk television series.
ANSWER: Lou Ferrigno

C. In his Avengers: Age of Ultron cameo, Stan Lee confidently states that he can handle a shot of
Asgardian liquor, but he is soon carried away while muttering this catchphrase of his. In Latin this
word means “ever higher.”

ANSWER: Excelsior <JA> <Misc>

TOSSUP 17
In response to a controversy around this character, a New York Magazine article claims through
intersectionality that “If you see phylum, you also have to shed the rose-colored glasses and see
class.” In one viral video, this character dances to House of Pain’s “Jump Around”, but accidentally
pushes his boombox off a roof; Johnny from The Room later throws a plastic bottle at the floor,
killing this character. In a viral video, Vince Vaughn called this character “pesky,” to which the
latter replies, “OH YEAH?!” In that video, this character claims that the (*) ice bucket challenge
“could make [him] go totally dormant, and [his] heart could stop.” In a 2007 viral video, this character
covered Johnny Cash’s rendition of “Hurt.” One viral clip of Conan O’Brien’s Faces of Death parody
shows this character falling off a roof. The meme “But That’s None of My Business” features, for 10
points, which Muppets character drinking tea?
ANWER: Kermit the Frog <Marc>

BONUS 17
Believing he can best explain why he embezzled $4.5 million in song, this actor’s character later suffers
the consequences of his alcoholism in an early episode of Family Ties. For 10 points:

A. Name this actor who plays an unnamed messenger to a wax replica of Warren G. Harding in a
fake trailer from Last Week Tonight with John Oliver.

ANSWER: Tom Hanks
B. On the small-screen, Tom Hanks most famously co-created this early-2000s drama miniseries on

HBO that follows the Easy Company through WWII.
ANSWER: Band of Brothers

C. In one episode of this Adult Swim series hosted by Jeff Probst, Tom Hanks storms out of a
makeup station upon realizing he will not be reprising his role in the frame-by-frame remake of
the opening sequence to the short-lived 80s sitcom Bosom Buddies.

ANSWER: The Greatest Event in Television History <MC> <TV>

TOSSUP 18



In a 2011 spin off movie, this character travels with her dog Boi to New York to star in A Girl’s Best
Friend on Broadway. In the song number “I Want it All” this character and her twin brother
fantasize about being pop stars in their high school’s cafeteria. This character feints inadequacy in
golf but is later seen excelling in the sport by (*) Taylor McKessie who describes this character as
having “more moves than an octopus in a wrestling match.” In another song, this character muses about
“iced tea imported from England, lifeguards imported from Spain, towels imported from Turkey” and
“lifeguards imported from Maine.” This character's flamboyant aesthetic is evident in her pink car with
the license plate “FABULUS” and her pink locker at East High. For 10 points, name this character from
the High School Musical franchise who, along with her brother Ryan, is known for being incredibly
enthusiastic about performing arts.
ANSWER: Sharpay Evans <JA> <Movies>

BONUS 18
In the opening sequence of this film, the translated words “he conquers, who conquers himself” appear on
stained glass. For 10 points each,

A. Name this 1991 animated film in which a French prince is transformed into an animal by a
beautiful enchantress.

ANSWER: Beauty and the Beast
B. In 2017, Beauty and the Beast was remade as a live action film by this director. This director’s

collaborations with Ian McKellen include the films Mr. Holmes and The Good Liar.
ANSWER: Bill Condon

C. Before Disney did it, this French director adapted the story of Beauty and the Beast to film in
1946. In this director’s adaptation, Jean Marais portrays both the beast and Avenant, a suitor of
Belle.

ANSWER: Jean Cocteau

TOSSUP 19
As a prize, winners from a game based on this show got their names featured in an email in this
show’s third season. A character on this show gets trapped in the back of a Corvette and confesses
of his plans with Juanita who he met on J Date despite him not being Jewish. The protagonist of
this series envisions a sadistic sitcom while being beat up by prisoners hired by Ray. A character on
this show poses as the Minister of State Security of China and heads the (*) Dark Army under the
name Whiterose. The second season of this television show takes place a month after the 5/9 cyber attack
executed by fsociety. For 10 points, name this USA network television series starring Rami Malek as a
computer hacker.
ANSWER: Mr. Robot <MC> [TV]

BONUS 19
The epigraph to this young adult novel features the Schopenhauer quote, “Man can do what he wills, but
he cannot will what he wills.” For 10 points each:

A. Name this novel in which a Raymond Pettibon painting owned by the fugitive billionaire Russell
Pickett reminds Aza of her obsessive compulsive disorder.



ANSWER: Turtles All the Way Down
B. Turtles All the Way Down was written by this author, the “PIZZA” half of the vlogbrothers who

also wrote An Abundance of Katherines and Paper Towns.
ANSWER: John Green (prompt on partial response, since he has a popular brother, Hank Green)

A. In John Green’s The Fault in Our Stars, Hazel and Gus bond over this novel. This fictional novel
inspired by the late daughter of Peter van Housen ends in an incomplete sentence.

ANSWER: An Imperial Affliction <MC> <Trash Lit>

TOSSUP 20
One map in this game features a pornographic tape of a fictional film called Dong of the Wolf and
another called Smash Brandi’s Cootch. During the credits, one character performs a song by
Shawn James if a player completes this game on permadeath, while at another difficulty level,
another character sings “Future Days” by Pearl Jam uninterrupted. One character who kills
someone playing (*) Hotline Miami later chases another character through a hospital; that character tells
her to go to an aquarium, where she kills Mel and Owen in this game. Lev leaves the Seraphites and
travels with a former WLF member named Abby in this video game. For 10 points, name this
post-apocalyptic video game sequel by NaughtyDog in which Ellie avenges Joel’s death.
ANSWER: The Last Of Us: Part II (do NOT accept “The Last of Us” since that is the first part of the
franchise, not the second) <MC> <Video Games>

BONUS 20
A character with this ability creates abstract sculptures that Bolin mistakes as a banana. Another user of
this ability founded the city Zaofu with her husband Baatar. For 10 points each,

A. This ability was invented after one character was imprisoned in a cage by Xin Fu and Master Yu.
Name this sub skill of earthbending featured in Avatar: The Last Airbender, which allows the
manipulation of certain alloys.

ANSWER: metalbending
B. Metalbending was invented by this character who is known by the moniker “the Blind Bandit.”

ANSWER: Toph Beifong
C. In contrast to the hung gar martial art style that is used by most earthbenders, Toph Beifong’s

bending style is modeled after this Chinese martial art. This martial art is named for an insect
with folded forearms. Despite its similar name, this martial art is unrelated to the northern style
that is named for the same insect.

ANSWER: Southern Praying Mantis (accept Shandong praying mantis, prompt on “praying mantis”
alone) <JA> <TV>


